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Mr. Sam F. Cryderman 
Engineer of Transportation Planning 
Transportation Planning Division 

Dear Mr. Cryderman: 

The Statewide Studies Unit has examined the feasibility of 
using the statewide model to improve upon present methods 
of analysis for trunkline turnback studies. This report 
includes discussions of two computerized processes -- one 
applicable to classification type turnbacks and the other 
process applicable to turnbacks due to relocation• Output 
is in the form of computer listings and plots. 

The results of test studies on M-73 as a sample classification 
type turnback and on M-37 as a relocation type turnback seem 
encouraging. We have made, no recommendations on these trunk
lines, but, rather submit these test results for display only. 

This report was prepared by Richard A. Nelson under the 
supervision of Richard E. Esch, Supervisor, Statewide Studies 
Unit. 

We anticipate that the processes discussed herein will provide 
detailed analysis of travel characteristics, more quickly, and 
for fewer man-hours than the present manual analysis process. 

Keith E. Bushnell 
Engineer of Transportation 
Survey and Analysis Section 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present turnback law explicitly states that agreement must 

be reached between the Michigan Department of State Highways and the 

local governmental unit regarding a change in jurisdiction in the state 

trunkline system. Significant effort has been expended by the Department 

to achieve a smooth running turnback program. In making its decision, 

the Department must consider the level and character of service, using 

the latest standards and criteria (accepted and recognized) available. 

Within these guidelines, the impact of the proposed turnback on state, 

regional and local master plans must be considered. 

This report describes how existing technology, used in conjunction 

with the statewide traffic forecasting model, can be used to provide 

a systematic and factual basis for evaluating the present level and 

character of service for any proposed trunkline establishment or 

abandonment. 

This process will now allow the Department to concentrate a major 

portion of its effort on systems analysis and evaluation rather than 

data manipulation and summarization. 

Application of the system analysis techniques alluded to in this 

report will allow the Department to effectively supply a thorough 

evaluation of each trunkline turnback and its impact on state, regional 

and local master plans. 

As a matter of clarity, the report has been divided into two 

sections. The first deals with classification turnbacks and the second 

with relocation turnbacks. 

1 
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CLASSIFICATION TURNBACKS 

State trunklines typically preform at certain levels 

of service and each segment of road also has specific 

' i 
t .J 

travel characteristics associated with it. One of the 

measures of travel characteristics on each segment of 

road is the length of each trip. Trip length measurements 

are a reliable indicator of the amount of "local" traffic 

using a specific facility• Further discussion of this 

topic is available in the 1968 National Functional Classi-

fication Manual. When it appears that a trunkline may not 

be performing in a manner similar to "typical" state trunk-

lines, then it should become a candidate for turnback due 

to ''classification''. If the change is such that the route 

is carrying more ''local'' travel than state trunkline 

standards then it may be reclassified and transferred to 

local jurisdiction. 

As a result of the development of systematic factual 

trunkline turnback analysis process the department will now 

be able to ensure a fair and equitable transfer of highways. 

The chance of a decision by arbitration may also be greatly 

reduced as a direct result of the tho~oughness of the proposed 

evaluation process. 
I 

l _. As proposed, the ''classification turnback'' process 

depends primarily on the Single Station Origin-Destination 

Travel Analysis Process. The 547 Zone Statewide Traffic 

Forecasting Model serves as the analysis base for this process. 

The only input required to ~omplete a ''classification turnback'' 

analysis is single station origin-destination data. 

2 



Some of the evaluation methods are no different than 

present techniques except that the complete process is 

automated which should result in three basic advantages: 

1. Fewer man-hours on data manipulation and summar

ization. 

2. Evaluation consistency from project to project. 

3. System analysis instead of project analysis. 

Because the analysis process is being intergrated with 

the Statewide Traffic Forecasting Model all of the travel 

characteristic analysis reports are presented graphically. 

This results in two additional advantages over present 

techniques. 

1. Elimination of pr_e.l'_aration of graphics for final 

analysis reports. 

2. Instant access to analysis information. 

Application of the ''classification turnback'' analysis 

process results in five standard travel-characteristic-analysis 

reports as indicated below: 

1. Trip Purpose Analysis Report which indicates whether 

a route is primarily a recreational or non-recreational 

route. 

2. Trip Origin-Destination Summary Matrix which supplies 

information on the origin and destination of each 

vehicle using a segment of road. 

3. Trip End Distribution Analysis Diagram which shows 

the origin or destination of all vehicles using a 

3 



specified route. This diagram also indicates the 

probable route used to arrive at the study site. 

4. Trip Length Distribution Analysis Report which 

will allow the user to establish the average trip 

length on the segment of road under study. This 

report also determines what percent of the travel 

on the route occurs for each travel length classi-

.fication. 

5. System Analysis Report which determines the impact 

a proposed trunkline turnback may have relative to 

all other existing state trunklines. 

This analysis process was tested using M-73 single 

station origin-destination data as input. Travel analysis 

results are expressed in terms of the 547 -~one statewide -·- ·--.-

model system as previously indicated. A diagram of the 

547 travel analysis zones used for the~st appears in Figure 

1. Figure 2 is an M-73 area map showing the test trunkline 

in red. Note, that this and subsequent figures may lack 

clarity due to their reduction to 8 1/2 x 11 for this report. 

However, listings and plots may be reproduced at any desired 

scale to improve legibility during the actual analysis process. 

The five basic ''classification turnback'' travel-charac-

teristic-analysis reports follow Figure 2. A detailed explana-

tion of each report accompanies the analysis diagram. 

4 
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The first travel analysis report is a general summary 

of trips by six standard trip purposes and eight standard 

vehicle types. Figure 3 shows the format and the general 

purpose summary program output. 

of how to interpret this output. 

Also note the explanation 
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5 = Other (larger) single unit trucks 
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8 = Motorcycles 
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The sample cell outlined above represents 140.30 trips which 

were social-recreation (5) trips made by passenger cars without 

trailers (1). This first figure in each cell will always be the 

raw number of trips. The next figure indicates that 92.42 percent 

of the trips with trip purpose 5 were passenger cars without trailers. 

The next figure indicates that 42.96 percent of the trips with 

vehicle type 1 were social-recreation trips. The last figure in 

the cell indicates that 34.66 percent of all trips in the table 

were of this type (i.e, vehicle type= 1 and trip purpose= 5). 

The row total at the right shows that 151.80 trips or 37,50 

percent were social-recreation trips (trip purpose= 5). The 

column total at the bottom left shows that 326,60 trips or 80,68 

percent were passenger cars without trailers (vehicle type= 1), 

The total number of trips (404,80) in this table is indicated at 

the lower right, 



The second report is a trip table of actual trips 

among all statewide model zones. This trip table will 

necessarily include only trips using M-73. 

a sample of these trip tables. 

Figure 4 is 
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30DEC71 M-73 TURNBACK STUDY TRIP TABLES BY STWD ZONES PAGE 302 

INTERCHANGE VALUES FROM ZONE 301 TO ALL OTHER ZONES TABLES NUMBER 101 

0 J_ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL = 7 MEAN 0.013 

30DEC71 M-73 TURNBACK STUDY TRIP TABLES BY STWD ZONES PAGE 210 
• 

INTERCHANGE VALUES FROM ZONE 209 TO ALL OTHER ZONES TABLES NUMBER 101 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
51 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 81 0 0 
52 0 16 0 9 2 2 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL = 145 MEAN = 0.265 

NOTE: 

These tables are only selected samples of the trip interchange from 

each zone to every other zone. The absence of large numbers of trips 

and the limited distribution of trips is due to the low ADT and rela-

tively local service of M-73. 

The sample cell outlined indicates that (7) trips, interviewed at the 

station on M-73, interchanged between zone 301 and zone 521. 

FIGURE 4 
--- --c:; 



The third report (trip end plot) is a plot of the 

minimum travel time highway route from the zone nearest 

the station to every other zone, Figure 5. The trip 

end values (either origins or destinations) may also be 

plotted. The numeric values along the centroid links are 

trip destinations that actually used that portion of M-73. 
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The number of trip destinations is plotted along 

the centroid link to each zone, Observe that trips 

are confined to the area immediately served by M-73 

(in the U.P.) and certain outstate zones in Wiscon-

sin and Illinois. No interviewed trips had a des-

tination for the lower peninsula.· 

STATE OF MICHIGAN 
DEPT. OF .STATE HIGHWAYS 
TRANSPPORTATION 
PLANNING 
PLOTTING OF A SELECTED MINIMUM 

PATH TREE 

,._.73 SS f't.OT 01" SfL TilE 518 !PIU!'IfS!NTfHG Ttlf STRTHlNl W OfST ENOS 
TAR: • 516 
lilt .. 0 
STR • 0 
SCA • 0.19 

PUHXP • ta: 75 
MINT!" • 18.75 
!'IA)()(J>·. 52.50 
I'IAXYP • "16. 8D 

HIHXC • 0.00 
MINTC • 0.00 
HAXXC • 13.00 
HAXTC • 0.00 

StUP.. I 
elm • FALS 
N00 • FRLS 
TI'IP • TAUf 
IJH I T • Tl\lE: 

FIGURE 5 
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The fourth report is a trip length-frequency distri-

bution diagram. It graphically presents the distribution 

of trips by travel time minutes. This single graph 

actually allows the department to determine to what extent 

short or long distance travel dominates a route. A trip 

length frequency distribution for M-73 appears in Figure 6. 

Note: Program options also permit the plotting 
of trip length-frequency distribution diagrams 
using distance rather than time (along the mini
mum time path). Using the distance as ''trip 
length'', the vertical axis and the statistical 
summaries, such as the mean, would represent 
miles rather than minutes. 
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TOTAL TNIPS OVER ?55 • 0 
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NOTE: 

6065, VAR. 

The vertical axis .represents travel time grouped 

in tens of minutes. The hori-zontal axis is the 

percent of trips trave)ing this length of time. 

The more precise percent (to the thousandths) 

is listed in the column headed "P.C.". The cum-

ulative percentage of trips is listed in the col-

umn headed "CUM.". 

PAG£ 2 

P,C, ~uM: ACTUAL 
OoOOO o.oon 0 
o,ooo 0~ 000 0 
o,ooo o,ooo 0 
o.soo o~son 2 
5o750 6,?5n 23 

4to500 47. ,!) !66 
t oOOO 48o75n 4 

2t.ooo 69,7'Jn 84 
o.ooo 69,7'51'1 • 0 
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1 o750 72.0011 1 
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Ao500 94,000 18 
t.ooo 951001'1 4 

.lo 000 96,oon 4 
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!'It 000 97.00/l 0 
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n,ooo 98,'500 • n.soo 99.000 2 
01000 99,000 • OoOOO 99~oon • 
OoOOO 9CJ.ooo 0 
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The fifth report is a plot of the 547 zone statewide 

network with only trips passing through the single station 

loaded onto the system. It shows volumes decreasing on a 

link by link basis away from the station due to trips 

disbursing to the closest zones. See Figure 7. A diagram 

of the loaded single station data will allow management to 

better determine the effect a single route reclassification 

may have on other trunklines. 

16 
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For a more detailed discussion of the actual analysis 

process used to produce the five standard analysis reports, 

refer to the Single Station 0 & D Procedures Manual. Reference 

copies are available from the Statewide Studies Unit, Transpor

tation Survey and Analysis Section, Transportation Planning 

Division. 

The Classification Turnback Analysis Process just discussed, 

could also be used to produce a current list of ''classification'' 

turnbacks as numerous sections of state trunkline are presently 

being considered for classification turnback. Perhaps this 

process should be applied to trunklines which are of at least 

''questionable'' service as a state trunkline. If this analysis 

process were expanded, the Michigan Department of State 

Highways could monitor travel characteristics on most sections 

of the entire trunkline system on a yearly basis. 

The travel-characteristic-analysis reports may then show 

that a section of state trunkline in question has a travel

characteristics profile commensurate with that of a typical 

county road, the state would have adequate justification for 

turning it back to local jurisdiction. After characteristics 

analysis profiles have been completed on several sections of 

trunkline, priorities for turnback based upon level and 

character of service could easily be determined. 

Carrying this technique one step further, some trunklines 

now under consideration for turnback due to present travel 

characteristics may in fact be of greater importance as trunk-

line in the future. In this case the statewide traffic fore-

casting model could be used to furnish traffic projections 

18 
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for any desired year. The model may also be used to supply 

future travel-characteristic analysis and as a result of 

this analysis, the department may be able to maintain a 

more efficient trunkline system. 

19 
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STATEWIDE MODEL APPLICATIONS TO 
TURNBACKS DUE TO RELOCATION 

The department is confronted with a different type 

of problem determining the future of state trunklines 

near a proposed new facility. Should the old trunkline 

be maintained as a trunkline in the future, or should the 

old trunkline be turned back to local jurisdiction. 

Possibly only sections of the route should be obliterated, 

and if this is so, the character and level of service the 

old road will have at the time the new facility is opened 

to traffic must be determined. 

Up until now the department has had no satisfactory way 

of predicting travel characteristics on either the new or 

the old facility and maintain consistency from one project 

to the next. Recently the statewide model has been utilized 

to predict traffic on several proposed alternate routes. 

The same process used to predict traffic may also be used to 

predict future travel characteristics. The traffic fore-

casting model process will allow the department to monitor 

the impact of any future trunkline addition or deletion on 

the total system or any individual section. This traffic 

assignment process consists of three elements: the travel 

matrix, the highway network and the assignment process. 

With a calibrated statewide travel simulation model these 

three elements interact to reproduce the predicted level of 

service and travel characteristics on the existing highway 

system or any proposed system. 
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The location and alignment of the new facility, type 

of facility, location of interchanges etc. will have 

profound effects upon traffic on the old trunkline. These 

effects can now be monitored on each successive alternate 

corridor assignmint and can even be a consideration when 

deciding upon the new route's location. This ability to 

monitor future highway systems will now allow the department 

to efficiently determine future relocation turnback candidates. 

For example, one might question the justification for 

keeping section~ of M-37 on the trunkline system after the 

proposed us~31 and US-131 freeways are opened. Using the 

statewid~ traffic forecasting model the analyst will discover 

significant changes in the 1995 assignment volumes for the 

''sample study link'' from the base year network, Figure 8, to 

the 1995 network, Figure 9. The trip length frequency dis

tribution diagrams for the same section of M-37 also show a 

marked change in the distribution of trip lengths or travel 

characteristics from the 1995 assignment on the base year 

network, Figure 10, and on the 1995 network, Figure 11. Note 

the statistical measurements and summaries which appear at 

the bottom of the diagrams for further comparison. 

The relocation turnback process uses the statewide traffic 

forecasting model as the basic system evaluation tool. Input 

data would be population projections for the 547 zone statewide 

model for the year the relocated facility is to be opened to 

traffic. Output is 

traffic not only on 

in the form of computer plots which reflect 

the proposed new facility but also on 

sections of the trunkline proposed for turnback. If desired, 

21 



The following (2) Figures show the marked difference 

in traffic volumes assigned by the model comparing BEFORE 

Figure 8, and AFTER US-31, US-131 freeways are added Figure 9. 

The base year (1965) ADT 1 s appear above each link and the 

respective 1995 assigned volumes below the link. 

-----------·c·: 
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The following (2) diagrams show the pronounced changes 

iri the length and frequency of trips which can be expected 

on the "SAMPLE STUDY LINK" BEFORE and AFTER US-31, US-131 

freeways are opened to traffic. 

Note: Program options also permit the plotting 
of trip length-frequency distribution diagrams 
using distance rather than time (along the mini
mum time path). Using the distance as "trip 
length'', the vertical axis and the statistical 
summaries, such as the mean, would represent 
miles rather than minutes. 
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minutes. The horizontal axis is the percent of trips 
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The cumulative percentage of trips is listed in the column 
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1. 19 95 NETWORK 
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a travel-characteristics analysis diagram can be produced 

for any section of the turnback. This, again, is a graphic 

display which will allow the user instant access to travel 

information. This detailed travel characteristics analysis 

information generally costs the Department almost nothing 

in manpower as it is automatic output from the modeling 

process. Only a matter of 20-30 man-minutes were required 

to obtain the information for the M-37 test. 

The above mentioned analy~is process is accomplished 

with minimal human-induced error, maximum computerized 

expediency and extremely low cost when compared to existing 

manual techniques. This process also allows the department 

to spend more time on analysis and much less time on data 

manipulation. 
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